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RE: Integration of online and flipped classroom instructional models in public health higher education

Attached by online submission please find our updated manuscript entitled "Integration of online and flipped classroom instructional models in public health higher education" by Lindsay P. Galway, Kitty Corbett, Timothy K. Takaro, Kate Tairyan and Erica Frank.

According to the request from Aldrin Joseph Ulep via email on March 5th 2014, we have made the following changes to our manuscript:

1) We have added an ethics statement in the Methods section of the manuscript, including the name of the body which gave approval. (see line 191-193)

2) We have added and Acknowledgements section which outlines the source(s) of funding for each author (where relevant) and noting that no funding body had any influence over the design, data collection, analysis, interpretation, or writing of the manuscript.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Galway